Find all of the *If I Built a School* vocabulary words!

WORD BANK:

SCHOOL  MATH
PLAYGROUND  SCIENCE
CLASSROOM  MUSIC
LIBRARY  LUNCH
Drawing

Using the space below, draw what YOUR perfect school would look like!

On the next page, explain your drawing!
Writing

Jack has a lot of great ideas for what he would include in his school. Using the space below, write what awesome things you would want in your school—even if you’d have to invent them!
You have $100 to build your perfect school. Each item below is worth a different amount of money. Pick as many items as you want to make your school the absolute best it can be, but remember, it has to add up to no more than $100!

$100 items
- A whole zoo to greet you
- System of tubes to get you to class
- Lazy river tubing course
- Horseback riding

$50 items
- Classes on free-floating platforms
- Robo-chef to serve you lunch
- Skydiving wind tunnels
- Magical stylus that writes glowing words

$25 items
- Basketball courts with a perimeter pool
- Rock climbing wall
- Jumbo twisty slide at the playground
- Equipment to grow genetically modified creatures

$10 items
- Paint sprayers for art class
- Bouncy house
- Musical instruments
- Tennis court

$5 items
- Racetrack
- Soccer field
- Elevators to get to class
- Dry-erase board

$1 items
- Chalkboards
- Jungle gym
- Standard cafeteria
- Standard classrooms
- Bus to get to school
- Slide
- Swing set
- Monkey bars